How to start
your local FRC
alliance
From team 1058, the PVC
Pirates

Why start a local alliance?
In 2014, the PVC Pirates created the FRC New Hampshire Alliance as a way
to trade parts and ideas with local teams. For us, Facebook was the easiest
means of communication with nearby teams, so we chose to start a
Facebook page. Since then, it has grown to so much more. Now, through
word of mouth, the page has spread throughout our neighboring states of
New England with over 250 members. On average, there are about two to
three posts per day on it. Anyone who needs a question answered will have
a response within minutes from people in their area. Most often the
response is “You need help with something? When’s your team’s next
meeting, I can come by and help.” Not only has this page helped teams gain
design ideas and programming help, but it has strengthened the bond
between teams within New England FIRST.

What is this page used for?
● Finding parts that are either sold out or won’t arrive before they
are needed
● Programming assistance
● Welding or machining help
● Local event discussion
● Connecting rookies to veteran support
● Announcements for upcoming FRC events
● Design discussion and comparison
● Finding match videos from recent competitions
● And overall general friendly discussion!

seven simple steps
To start your own local FRC Facebook Alliance page, there are only seven
simple steps!

Step one: decide a location for it to cover
In order to make this page effective for trading parts and finding machining
help, your alliance should be limited to members from teams within a small
distance. So, if your team is located in a district or region that is fairly small,
you may have no problem confining the Facebook page to that specific
district/region. However, if you that is not the case for you, you may have to
get creative with defining the region that your page will encapsulate!

Step two: determine page admins
In order to keep this page well-run, you’ll need committed and responsible
members of your team/community to manage the page. Admins of the
page will be in charge of monitoring and approving incoming members,
ensuring that discussion is friendly and fair between people, and deleting
any spam that may arise.

Step three: create the page!
Here are a few simple things that you will want to be cognizant of when
creating the page:
- When choosing your name, you should label it as “FRC ________
Alliance”, the blank being your location in order to keep consistency
with other FRC alliances worldwide
- You will want it to be a “closed group” so admins can accept or deny
members and also to avoid spam
- Then, update the description and make the group picture something
relevant to FIRST and your region

Step four: spread the word to local friends
So, you have a Facebook page, now you just need members! Talk to friends
from local FRC teams and get the word out to others!

Step five: give out information at events
Have an upcoming competition? That will be the perfect time to spread the
word! Create a simple pamphlet with basic information of what the alliance
is and how students/mentors can access the page. You can go around the
pits and talk to other teams at the competition in order to create a
face-to-face connection to make your discussion more memorable.

Step six: post about it on chief delphi
Put a simple post on Chief Delphi to educate teams within your area about
the page. When we posted about our alliance page on Chief Delphi, we
gained over thirty members within a day!

Step seven: watch the page grow!
If you continue to monitor the page, help other teams, and spread the word
of your page to other teams, especially rookie teams, you will have amazing
results! Appreciate what you have done, because you have now created an
amazing resource for many people!

The pvc pirates are here to help!
If you would like to partner with us to spread this to your region, please let
us know! Through managing this page for over three years now, we have
encountered and solved many issues with managing our page, dealing with
spam, etc. If you have any questions, feel free to contact us at
frcteam1058@gmail.com!

